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Abstract: Service oriented architecture represents a model to build distributed applications by loosely integrating a number of web services. Due to the large variety of potential users and the dynamic loosely coupling nature, web services are subject to frequent evolution, which often requires to be done rapidly, and multiple versions may co-exist. In reality it is often the case that existing web services do not perfectly match user requirements in target systems. To achieve smooth integration and high reusability of web services, mechanisms to support automated evolution of web services in either functional or non-functional aspects are highly in demand. This paper advocates achieving the above evolution by applying a highly automated deep adaptation approach to the underlying components of web services. The approach works in an aspect-oriented component adaptation framework by generating and then applying the adaptation aspects under designed weaving process according to specific adaptation requirements. An expandable library of reusable adaptation aspects at multiple abstraction levels has been developed. A prototype tool is developed to scale up the approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, web services provide a model for design and implementation of distributed applications by loosely and dynamically linking a number of smaller web services that can inter-operate regardless of how they are implemented and where they are hosted. Based on web services, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Ferris et al., 2003; Kleijnen et al., 2003 and Kreger, 2003) is the latest evolution in distributed computing.

However, the increasing popularity of web services and SOA imposes new challenge on the evolution of web services due to their unique characteristics (Arsanjani, 2002; Baldwin et al., 2002; Bennett, 2003; Litoiu, 2004; and Kajko-Mattsson et al., 2005). The users of a web service may distribute globally and are very diverse in their detailed
requirements. Web services are normally linked into applications loosely and the linking is very changeable. In reality, it is often the case that an existing web service does not perfectly match user requirements in a target system although it is generally qualified. All the above factors incur frequent and imminent evolution of web services. Multiple versions of a web services need co-exist. To assure seamless composition and wide reusability of web services, mechanisms to support rapid automated evolution of web services in either functional or non-functional aspects are highly in demand.

This paper presents an approach to achieve web service evolution at the above level. The approach, namely a Generative Aspect-oriented component adaptation (GAIN), is based on the successful points in a few technologies, i.e., Aspect Oriented Programming (Mezini et al., 2005; Kiczales et al., 2001; Sullivan, 2001 and Viega et al., 2000), Software Product Line (Batory et al., 2002 and Diaz-Herrera et al., 2000) and Generative Component Adaptation (Batory et al., 2000 and Cleaveland, 1998). In GAIN approach, web service evolution is carried out by adapting the underlying components of web services within an aspect-oriented component adaptation framework by generating and then applying the adaptation aspects under designed weaving process according to specific adaptation requirements. The generation absorbs the variation concept of software product line and assures the perfect suitability of adaptation aspects for the specific adaptation requirements of aimed reuse context. Compared with traditional AOP, the weaving process of aspects in GAIN supports more complicated control flow, i.e., not only sequence, but also switches, synchronization and multiple threads, to make the adaptation more accurate and efficient for components reused in more complicated environments such as concurrent dynamic applications. To facilitate the reusability of adaptation knowledge, an expandable library of reusable adaptation aspects at multiple abstraction levels has been developed. A prototype tool is developed to scale up the approach.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 describes the approach framework. Section 4 presents how to generate and apply reusable adaptation aspects under the designed weaving process. Section 5 introduces the prototype tool, and section 6 presents an example to demonstrate the approach. Finally, section 7 presents the conclusion.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Achieving extensibility through product-lines and domain-specific languages

In Batory’s approach (Batory et al., 2002), system extensibility and understandability can be achieved through an integration of product-line architectures (PLA) and domain-specific languages (DSL) technologies. GenVoca PLA is developed to express the building blocks as layers or refinements, whose addition or removal simultaneously impacts the source code of multiple, distributed programs. They extended the Java language with a domain-specific language, to express state machines and their refinements, and wrote their components in this extended language.

The above work represents a working approach to software system evolution with generative programming and product line technology; however, the approach is very domain specific, which may limit its applicability.

2.2 Feature analysis for service-oriented reengineering

Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2005) introduced an approach to supporting service-oriented reengineering from non-service-oriented software systems by using feature analysis. With feature-based information, service identification and packing processes are performed and result into a service delegation, which integrates reusable software components into service construction.

Instead of direct evolution of web services, the work focused on reengineering legacy software into service-oriented systems.

2.3 Semantically extensible schemas for web service evolution

E. Wilde (Wilde, 2004) presented a framework for semantically extensible schemas for Web service evolution. The basic idea is to construct a framework which augments the almost non-existent support for versioning of Web services in the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL). Versioning not only covers controlled ways to deal with different version of a service’s vocabulary, but also means to semantically describe extensions, so that older software versions can “understand” newer versions of the service vocabulary.

2.4 Superimposition

Superimposition (Bosch, 1999) is a novel black-box adaptation technique proposed by J. Bosch at University of Karlskrona/Ronneby. Software developers are able to impose a number of predefined, but configurable types of functionality on reusable components. The notion of superimposition has been implemented in the Layered Object Model (LayOM), an extensible component object language model. The advantage of layers over traditional wrappers is that layers are transparent and provide reuse and customizability of adaptation behaviour.

Superimposition uses nested component adaptation types to compose multiple adaptation behaviours for a single
component. However, due to lack of component information, modification is limited at simple level, such as conversion of parameters, and refinement of operations. Moreover, with more layers of code imposed on original code, the overhead of the adapted component increases heavily, which degrades system efficiency.

2.5 SAGA project

Scenario-based dynamic component Adaptation and GenerAtion (SAGA) (Liu et al., 2005 and Wang et al., 2004) at Napier University developed a deep level component adaptation approach with little code overhead through XML-based component specification, interrelated adaptation scenarios and corresponding component adaptation and generation.

SAGA project focused on mainly generative component adaptation at binary code level, i.e., the adapted part of the component will be generated as new blocks of binary code and these blocks will then be composed with other unchanged blocks of code to form a new adapted component. However, automation is a challenge in SAGA approach because it is always complex to generate blocks of code according to scenarios and original component code. To reach high automation, a large set of adaptation rules and domain knowledge has to be developed to support the process, and probably the application domains has to be restricted as well.

2.6 Aspectual Component

To achieve reusable aspects, Karl Lieberherr et al. introduced the concept of Aspectual Components (Lieberherr et al., 1999). Aspects are specified independently as a set of abstract join points. Using this model, an aspect is described as a set of abstract join points which are used when an aspect is combined with the base-modules of a software system. In this way, the aspect-behaviour is kept separate from the core components, even at run-time.

It is distinguished between components that enhance and cross-cut other components and components that only provide new behaviour. An aspectual component has a provided and a required interface. Connectors connect the provided and required interfaces of other components. The connection process starts with a level-zero components consisting of very simple class definition.

2.7 JAsCo

JAsCo (Suvee et al., 2003 and Vanderperren et al. 2005) is an aspect based research project for component based development, in particular, the Java Beans component model. JAsCo combines the expressive power of AspectJ with the aspect independency idea of Aspectual Component. The JAsCo language introduces two concepts: aspect beans and connectors. An aspect bean is used to define aspects independently from a specific context, which interferes with the execution of a component by using a special kind of inner class, called a hook. Aspect beans can be reused and applied upon a variety of components. A connector allows specifying precedence and combination strategies between the aspects and components.

However, JAsCo is not suitable for specific modification requirements since it does not provide a mechanism for conducting users’ requirements. In addition, the way to apply aspects on target components / systems is based on traditional AOP process, and therefore, may result in lower readability, maintainability and performance. Moreover, the current implementation of JAsCo has been bounded to Java, which limits its usability.

2.8 Summary

Although web service evolution is highly in demand, this issue has not been addressed enough by research communities, which are mainly focusing on direct web service composition. Probably this situation is due to the short history of service-oriented technology. By applying adaptation to the underlying components of web services with appropriate component adaptation techniques, for example, generative aspect-oriented component adaptation.

Some AOP based frameworks have been developed to achieve reusable aspects. However, an AOP platform independent framework is still desired in a heterogeneous distributed environment to solve crosscutting problem since a common model for AOP is still missing. Furthermore, current AOP techniques only support weaving aspects sequentially. To cope with complex adaptation, it often requires weaving aspects in more sophisticated control flow, e.g. dynamically deciding whether to invoke a particular aspect, and synchronizing in multi-thread applications.

3 THE APPROACH FRAMEWORK

The general process of the proposed approach is given in figure 1. We presume that a web service has been found potential suitable to be used in a service oriented application, however, the consumer indicated some mismatches between the web service and the requirements of the target application, and wishes to have a new adapted version of the web service.

The mismatches will be eliminated by applying aspect-oriented adaptation to the underlying components that implement the web service. At start, the components relevant to the possible adaptation are analyzed with the component analyzer, which analyzes the source or binary code of the component and extracts component specification
information, e.g. class names and method signatures. The component specification will be used to guide component adaptation. If the components already have well defined specification, this step can be skipped.

Then based on the adaptation requirements, a Process-based Component Adaptation Specification (PCAS) will be composed by selecting aspects defined at the abstraction level of Abstract Aspect Frames (AAF). The selection of aspects is actually the process to determine functional variation of a specific adaptation. An AAF is considered as a template to coin out specific aspects. The composition of PCAS is supported by an interactive IDE called PCAS Editor, which supports both graphical and XML source view of the PCAS.

A PCAS is an XML formatted document, which includes the details of component adaptation, such as the target component, the weaving process, and the abstract aspects to be applied. In a PCAS, sequence and switch structure are supported to achieve flexible adaptation on components. In PCAS, the adaptation process is depicted with only the ID of the selected aspects. Full details of the aspects are still kept in Aspect Repository.

Based on PCAS and the lower level aspect definition, namely Aspect Frame (AF) in the aspect repository, executable aspects instances (AInsts) are generated by the aspect generator according to different AOP implementation specifications. As result, platform variation is achieved during aspect generation. The input for the aspect generator is AF and the output is AInsts.

The aspect repository supports highly and incrementally reusable aspects. Reusable aspects are defined at different abstraction levels and kept in the repository as AAF, AF, and AInst. The reusable assets in the repository include both primitive and composite aspect types. A composite aspect type is a composition of primitive or composite aspects under an adaptation process defined in PCAS.

The aspect manager is a tool to manage reusable aspects in the aspect repository, and to present graphical views of aspects at various abstraction levels.

Figure 1 The Generative Aspect-oriented component adaptation (GAIN) framework
The generated executable aspects are applied to the component by the aspect weaver. A new adapted version of the component is then created through the aspect weaving. Since current AOP platform like AspectJ does not support complicated flow control such as switch in weaving process, post-processing is applied to enable process-based weaving in our framework.

Finally, by re-deploying the adapted components a new adapted version of the web service is created with the mismatches eliminated.

4 ASPECT-ORIENTED GENERATIVE ADAPTATION

4.1 Capturing adaptation knowledge in aspects

In our approach, the adaptation knowledge is captured in aspects and aims to be reusable in various adaptation situations. As shown in figure 2, to achieve automated and precise adaptation, these aspects are defined at three abstraction levels, i.e., Abstract Aspect Frames (AAF), Aspect Frames (AF), and Aspect Instances (AInsts).

Abstract Aspect Frames are the fundamental and the most abstract level of the Aspect Repository. As XML schema files, AAFs are used to define the structure of different aspects. According to the functionality, the AAFs form a hierarchical structure that reflects functional variations of different adaptations. Adaptation aspects are modelled into different types, for example, logging, caching, authentications, etc. Each aspect type is then refined into a group of sub-types. For example, aspects about authentication may consist of operating-system-based authentication and database-based authentication.

AAF: Abstract Aspect Frame
CAS: Common Aspect Structure
AA: Aspect Actions
AF: Aspect Frame
AInst: Aspect Instance

Each AAF may have many Aspect Frames. AFs are the instances of related AAFs. Compared with its AAF, an AF has the details of a concrete aspect populated into it by assigning a value to the parameters. User interaction is required to create an AF from an AAF. Defined in XML format, AFs are independent from concrete AOP platforms such as AspectJ.

An AF is not executable until it is mapped onto a concrete AOP platform. The result of this mapping is a family of Aspect Instances based on various AOP platforms. An Aspect Instance is executable and specific to a concrete AOP platform, and it reflects platform variations of an aspect on different AOP platforms. The agent to generate Aspect Instances from their AF is called Semantic Interpreter. The generation process is fully automatic.

The three abstraction levels of aspects facilitate the reusability of adaptation aspects as they realize different variations of these aspects, including functional variations, parameter variations and platform variations. At each level, a pair, namely (CAS, AA) is used to describe Common Aspect Structure (CAS) and Aspect Actions (AA). Common core assets are defined in Common Aspect Structures and variations are defined in Aspect Actions.
CAS provides the basic information of an aspect, e.g. which component to be adapted (target component), pointcut name, etc. All aspects have the same CAS at AAF level no matter how different these aspects are in functionality and implementation platform.

On the other hand, Aspect Actions provides the information of the variations of different aspects of the same or different aspect types. For instance, for an aspect of logging type, an output file name must be provided; similarly a database connection pool aspect must be supplied with a capacity.

4.2 Process based Component Adaptation Specification (PCAS)

To satisfy the adaptation requirements for a particular reuse context, it often requires performing complex adaptation to multiple components with a set of generated aspects applied to these components under a specially designed process containing conditions, synchronization and other flow controls. Process-based Component Adaptation Specification is developed to describe the above complicated adaptation details.

The elements in a PCAS include target component(s) ("class", and "method"), information of aspect(s) to be applied such as aspect id, type, and level ("aspect_level"), and process control information, such as execution mode ("Sequence", "Switch", and "Case"), conditions, and synchronization support ("synchronized"). Flow control elements are used to provide advanced weaving process, and synchronization support enables multiple accesses to the same resource such as a file or a database from different aspects.

A sample of PCAS structure is given in figure 3 with the data detail omitted, and a full example of the definition is given in section 6.

If a PCAS is found common and reusable in the future, its process control part can be regarded as a composite aspect type. Composite aspects are supported in AAF level to achieve advanced reuse in typical aspect using cases.

To implement PCAS in weaving process, a post-weaving technique is developed. The post-weaving tool gets class files for aspects generated by AOP platform such as AspectJ as input, and then modifies those class files to generate new class files that support complicated flow control and synchronization according to PCAS.

5 THE PROTOTYPE TOOL

A CASE tool has been developed to scale up the proposed approach. With this tool, service developers define aspect weaving process by drag-and-drop in a graphical interface, they select candidate aspects and fill in necessary details of CAS and AA. The semantic interpreter will generate AInsts automatically. According to the defined PCAS, Aspect Weaver will complete the aspect weaving and generate adapted components.

The tool includes the following parts: 1) PCAS Editor, which provides an edit environment for PCAS both in graphical interface and at XML level. A screen dump is shown in figure 4. 2) Aspect Manager, which supports the management of reusable aspects in Aspect Repository and the graphical view of different levels of aspects. Aspects at different levels can be created, removed, and edited in
Aspect Manager, either in the graphical user interface, or at XML level. A screen dump of Aspect Manager is shown in figure 5. 3) Semantic Interpreters, which translate AFs to AInsts based on selected specific AOP platform and aspects. If there are m different AOP platforms and n different aspects in the tool, there will be m×n different interpreters. 4) Component Analyzer, which analyzes component and gets necessary information such as the class names and method names, for component adaptation. 5) Aspect Generator: based on AFs and corresponding Semantic Interpreters, executable aspect instances will be generated by Aspect Generator. The result executable aspects will be saved into aspect repository as AInsts. 6) Aspect Weaver, which is used to generate new components by weaving generated AInsts into original components.

In this section, an intuitive example is given to demonstrate the proposed approach in web service evolution. A share analysis component is published as a web service to provide share information such as company name, share quote, and analysis charts.

At present, a web service user (consumer) has found the web service is potentially suitable for their business application and wishes to integrate the web service into a new share trading system, which will be heavily accessed by many users simultaneously. It is identified that this web service may be less dependable because the heavy access load often causes access failure due to the connection time-out problem. In addition, to increase the system security, access to share information also needs to be restricted to approved users and monitored by logging the access time.

To meet the above evolution requirements, the service developer plans to introduce the following aspect-oriented adaptation actions to the underlying component: firstly, to add authentication to the component prior to using it; secondly, to set up a database connection pool to relieve the access load; finally, to monitor the access detail with logging. According to the result of monitoring, the capacity of and the life span of individual connections in the connection pool are subject to constant adjustment to reach the best correction to the access failure problem.

Four aspects are applied to the component to implement the above adaptation actions, namely authentication, logging if authenticated successfully, logging if authenticated unsuccessfully, and database connection pool. These adaptation actions are then described in a Process-based Component Adaptation Specification (PCAS) shown in figure 6. As shown in figure 4, the specification is created with the PCAS Editor by finding appropriate AAFs, i.e., either primitive types or composite types of aspects, and putting these AAFs into an adaptation process. Functional variation of adaptation is implemented through the selection of appropriate AAFs and the composition of PCAS.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<AOP-Process name="Aspects_on_StockAnalysis"
xmlns="http://www.dcs.napier.ac.uk/2005/PCAS">
<Container name="Auth, trace and Connection Pooling on StockAnalysis">
<Sequence>
<Apply-aspect class="StockAnalysis" method="getQuote"
aspect_id="020001"
aspect_level="primitive"
aspect_type="Authentication"
af_id="02000101"
af_name="auth_1"
synchronized="false"
comment="check user name and password"/>
```
The specification in PCAS is at a rather overview level and does not contain the details of individual aspects. Developers need to provide parameter value for each aspect. Common AFs can be saved into Aspect Repository for further reuse. In this example, four AFs will be generated for each of the above aspects accordingly. Due to the structural similarity of AFs of different aspects, we only give the AF for database connection pool in figure 7 as an example.

```xml
<Aspect name="StockDBConnectionPoolAspect">
  <!-- Core asset -->
  <CommonCoreAsset>
    <PreConditions>
      <Precondition>java.sql.*;</Precondition>
    </PreConditions>
    <PointCuts>
      <PointCut>
        <Name>connectionOpen</Name>
        <When>execution</When>
        <ReturnType>java.sql.Connection</ReturnType>
        <ClassName>java.sql.DriverManager</ClassName>
        <MethodName>getConnection</MethodName>
        <Parameters>String,String,String</Parameters>
        <Advice>
          <When>around</When>
          </Advice>
        </PointCut>
      </PointCuts>
    </CommonCoreAsset>
    <!-- Variations -->
    <Variation type="DBConnectionPool">
      <ExtraPreConditions>
        <ExtraPrecondition/>
      </ExtraPreConditions>
      <DBConnectionPool>
        <Capacity>50</Capacity>
        <ExpireTime>
          <!-- check connection pool at 2AM everyday, 
              and release connections, which exceed the 
              maximal spare time; in this example, the 
              maximal spare time is set to 24 hours-->
          <CheckPoint>02:00:00</CheckPoint>
          <MaxSpareTime>86400</MaxSpareTime>
        </ExpireTime>
      </DBConnectionPool>
    </Variation>
  </Aspect>
</Aspect>
```

Figure 7 Aspect Frame of DB Connection Pool

From AFs, Aspect Generator generates aspect instances (AInsts) that are specific to a selected AOP platform. The generated AInst of the AF of DB Connection Pool is given in figure 8.

```java
import java.sql.*;

public aspect StockDBConnectionPoolAspect {
  // StockDBConnectionPool(int capacity, String 
  //   checkpointtime, long maxsparetme); 
  StockDBConnectionPool stockDBConnPool = 
      new StockDBConnectionPool(50, "02:00:00", 
      24*60*60);
}
```
pointcut connectionClose(Connection connection) : call(public void Connection.close())
   && target(connection)
   && !within(StockDBConnectionPoolAspect);

Connection around(String url, String userName, String password) throws SQLException : call(public static Connection
   DriverManager.getConnection(String,String,String))
   && !within(StockDBConnectionPoolAspect);

if(connection == null) {
   connection = proceed(url, userName, password);
   stockDBConnPool.registerConnection(connection, url, userName, password);
}
return connection;

pointcut connectionClose(Connection connection) : call(public void Connection.close())
   && target(connection)
   && !within(StockDBConnectionPoolAspect);

void around(Connection connection) : connectionClose(connection)
if(!stockDBConnPool.putConnection(connection)) {
   proceed(connection);
}

Figure 8 Aspect Instance of DB Connection Pool

The Aspect Weaver weaves the generated aspect instances into the underlying component of the original web service according to the PCAS. The final adapted component source code is invisible to the developer. By deploying the adapted component, the new version of the web service is built and published to the service consumer.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Despite the increasing popularity of web services, the current state of art is that the service consumer has to use the web services as what they are because of the lack of adequate web service evolution mechanisms. In most cases, web services are subject to frequent evolution requirements and multiple versions need to co-exist due to the large diversity of potential users. The evolution may occur to both functional and non-functional aspects of a web service and requires to be done rapidly at low cost.

The proposed approach applies aspect-oriented generative adaptation to the underlying components of a web service to meet the evolution requirements of the web service so that the web service can be integrated into the target application smoothly. Automation and aspect-oriented deep level adaptation are the benefits of the approach. This is achieved with the following key techniques in an aspect-oriented component adaptation framework: 1) the generation of adaptation aspects based on specific evolution requirements and selected abstract aspects as templates; 2) the advanced aspect weaving process definition mechanism that supports switch and synchronization; 3) an expandable library of reusable adaptation aspects at multiple abstraction levels.

The approach enables web service developers to adapt their published web services to meet the integration requirement of specific web service applications. The benefits of the approach include deeper adaptability, higher automation and therefore smooth web service composition and wider reusability. As consequence, the target web service oriented systems will have better quality and more suitable functionality. Our case studies have shown that the approach and tool are promising in their ability and capability to meet the evolution requirements of web services.
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